Create documentation for athenaClinicals.
Anytime. Anywhere.

Seamless integration brings the speed, convenience and portability of mobile dictation and transcription to athenaClinicals.

Clinicians want to document comprehensive clinical narrative in athenaClinicals without reducing their productivity or negatively affecting the patient experience.

Nuance’s partnership with athenahealth allows clinicians to use their mobile device to create narrative documentation that is automatically placed in the appropriate section within athenaClinicals. By documenting with dictation, clinicians can focus on their patients and keep pace with their workload—without sacrificing quality.

Dictation created with a powerful mobile application integrates seamlessly into a clinician’s existing process and workflow. Physicians can record detailed narrative information and create comprehensive patient records from any location at any time, whether it’s between appointments or after hours. Dictations are automatically routed for transcription and then placed into athenaClinicals, speeding turnaround time to better advise patient care and shorten billing cycles.

Quick and easy documentation away from athenaClinicals
Authorized mobile app users are presented with an up-to-date appointment schedule that serves as a convenient work list and tracks daily documentation. Tapping on an appointment initiates the dictation process and automatically associates key patient data with the dictation, removing room for error. A library of document and dictation templates prompts necessary data and speeds documentation while patient demographics and historical documentation can be reviewed while dictating. At completion, the voice file is automatically and securely transferred for transcription and then routed for placement within athenaClinicals sections.

Individual users can customize application settings to mirror their current workflow and provide easy access to the most-used features. Clinicians can view preferred document templates and create an unlimited number of dictation templates that guide content and streamline document completion when only exceptions are dictated. Meanwhile, administrative staff can monitor workflow, productivity and quality of the transcription team with an interactive dashboard and robust reporting features.

Key benefits
- Supports EMR usability by empowering clinicians to create documentation for the EMR, away from the EMR
- Leverages efficiency of dictation while increasing portability
- Minimizes demand on IT expenses and resources with cloud-based deployment, installation, management and accessibility
- Channels typing responsibilities to skilled MTs who serve as a second set of eyes, improving accuracy
- All-inclusive, per-line pricing model makes transcription costs predictable and imposes no additional fees for support, updates, maintenance or additional users

Key features
- Robust mobile app and structured interfaces enable streamlined documentation away from the EMR
- Real-time schedule interface provides a daily work list and ensures accurate association of dictation file to patient record
- Access to templates, patient demographics and historical results informs and guides dictation content
- Powerful templating capabilities allow an unlimited number of custom practice-wide and personal templates, streamlining document creation
eScription One mobile and athenaClinicals

eScription One mobile allows clinicians to use an application on their mobile device to quickly create high-quality documentation—anytime, anywhere—and route files for transcription and placement in athenaClinicals.

1. Encounter ID sent to Nuance
   Patient arrives. Status noted in athenaClinicals

2. Schedule populates on provider’s mobile device within eScription One mobile

3. Clinician selects patient name from real-time appointment schedule, athenahealth document template and personal dictation template

4. Dictation file sent to Nuance
   Clinician begins recording, viewing templates, patient demographics, appointment information or historical patient documentation, if necessary

5. Dictation is transcribed

6. Tight integration auto populates dictated text into fields for physicians to review within athenaClinicals

7. Clinician reviews transcribed patient record within athenaClinicals, makes any required edits, and signs

Contact your Nuance Healthcare representative. Call 877-805-5902 or visit nuance.com/healthcare to learn more.
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